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2. Introduction 

2.1. District Background 

Out of the total population of Nepal (26,494,509), 38 percent are children (CBS, 2011). 

Approximately 45 percent of children die before their 5th birthday whereas 21 percent are 

under weight. Only 84 percent children attend the schools after their 11th birthday. Child labor 

has also been the real issues in Nepal. About 25 percent girls and 17 percent boys work as the 

child labor. 51 percent of girls are married before 18 years old. Children remain to be a 

vulnerable sector of society. 

Dailekh District is located in Bheri Zone of the Mid-western Development Region of Nepal. It 

borders with Jajarkot district to the East, Achham district to the West, Kalikot to the North 

and Surkhet to the South. The district has four municipalities & seven rural municipalities, and 

two constituency areas.  

The total area of the district is 1,502 km2. The district lies mostly in the Mid-Hills. The lowest 

elevation point is 544 meter whereas the highest is 4,168 meter from mean sea level. Because 

of the elevation differences, the district has three different types of climate: tropical up to 1,000 

m (16% of area), subtropical from 1,000-2,000 m (69%) and temperate above 2,000 m (15%). 

The annual rainfall is about 1,500 mm and temperatures vary from 4 ºC to 34 ºC.  

Subsistence agriculture, mainly small-scale livestock, is the main source of livelihood of the 

majority of the population (79%). Due to low level of agricultural production, the majority of 

the households face acute food shortages for a large part of the year. 

According to the National Census 2011, the total population of the district is 261,770 

comprising with 48% female and 52% male residing in 48,915 households. Dailekh district has an 

average population density of around 174 people per square km. The average family size is 5.35. 

Life expectancy of the people is 58 years. The average literacy rate is about 48% (32% female 

and 65% male are literate).  

Dailekh district has a multi ethnic composition with Chhetri, Kami, Thakuri, Brahman, Magar, 

Damai, Sarki, Newar, and Sanyashi (Giri and Puri). The most common language is Nepali 

(98.98%) followed by Magar (0.46%) and others (0.56 %). Although accessibility to Dailekh is 

limited, this is improving rapidly. The district has access to the Karnali Highway (Surkhet-Jumla) 

which is currently being upgraded to bituminous standard by Department of Road (DOR). The 

DOR is also currently upgrading a 67 km feeder road between the district headquarters and 

Surkhet to bituminous standard. Mid-Hill highway is under construction.  
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Besides this, there are many cultural and traditional mal-practices prevailed in the district. Child 

marriage, child labor and chhaupadi are some among the many however these are most 

prevailed in the community. These practices have caused low rate of school attendance and 

continuation of the girls.  

2.2. Organizational Background 

Social Service Centre (SOSEC), Nepal Dailekh founded as non-political and non-profitable 

social organization with the goal of serving the  marginalized people in the remote and under-

developed communities of Dailekh district. The organization tries to play the vital role in the 

social cultural and economic development of the community.  

Since its origin, the organization has been working as an active civil society for the development 

of the community by ensuring human right, health, education, and sanitation facilities as well as 

the livelihood options. SOSEC Nepal Dailekh is an active helping hand of the local government 

which helps to achieve the government priorities in the district.  

Among the many others, Save the Children is one of its funding partners to implement entire 

child rights and other development initiatives. Save the Children has been working in Nepal 

since 1976 focusing on programs related to health and nutrition, child protection and child right 

governance, education and humanitarian response. Save the Children envisions a world where 

every child attains the right to survival, protection, development and participation. 

Like Wise, AEIN, TDHG is one of its funding partners to implement entire rights of children, 

Youth & Women & other development initiatives. AEIN, TDHG has been working in Dailekh 

Partnership with SOSEC Nepal, Dailekh since 2011 focusing on programs related to Promotion 

of Right of Children, Women & Youth through Income Generation, child protection and child 

right governance, Youth Empowerment, Girls Empowerment.  

Joint effort of among of these organizations has been contributing a lot for the prosperity of the 

children in the district.  

2.3. Objectives of the Document 

“The overall objective of this document to collect and disseminate the good efforts applied by 

the organizations in the district to stop child marriages.” 

3. Problem Statements 

Dailekh district, located in province number six, has less than 0.400 HDI. It is one of the most 

remote districts of Nepal. More than 97 percent houses in the district are made up of mud 
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bonded bricks whereas only 52 percent houses have the access to the tap piped drinking water. 

Above 51 percent household do not have the toilets. More than 97 percent houses do not have 

any asset registered in the name of female member of their house. (CBS 2011) 

Similar to the national average, children are more vulnerable in the district due to various mal-

practices and conservative beliefs like child marriage, child labor and social restriction during 

menstruation period (called Chhaupadi). Child marriage is serious in the district although it is 

illegal since 1963. About 61percent people of the district had done the marriage before 20 

years old (Survey in 2016). Some initiatives like; 

mobilization of child clubs, priests, media for the 

awareness raising;  execution of legal provision by 

mobilizing Nepal Police and operation of toll free 

number to get the information have been going on 

to stop the child marriages in the district. Total 

499 child marriages have been stopped in last one 

year (since Oct 2016 to August 2017) (SOSEC 

Report).  

Likewise, the girl children are not allowed to 

touch household things and they should even sleep 

in separate small and untidy hut (called Chhau Goth) during their menstruation. Two girls died 

due to snake bite in last six months because of unsecure place to stay during menstruation 

period. This issue reached up to the parliament and now it is in the policy formulation process 

against this. However, there is still a lot to do for this as it required change in belief of the 

people.  

There are basically three reasons seen for the child marriages in the district. There is traditional 

belief of giving the daughters as the donation to the others which is supposed as the good work 

if it is given before their menstruation. So, most of the parents in the district wants to get 

married of their daughters before their menstruation. Likewise, another prevailing cause for the 

child marriage is miss-use of the technologies. 

Everyone has the access of mobile and 

multimedia like televisions. So, the adolescents 

see the various movies which motivate them for 

the marriage where the communication by the 

mobile eases the environment. Likewise, peer 

pressure and lack of awareness about negative 

result of child marriage has been another cause 

for this.  

Implementation of the legal provision is still 

challenging in the district. It is supposed to be systematic in government structure however it is 

Figure 2: An adolescent staying in Hut during her 

menstruation, Photo: SOSEC 

Figure 1: Adolescent Mothers, Photo: 2016-09- asia-

nepal-photo-14 
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not being so. It depends upon nature of the administrative leader in the district. For example; 

one DSP enforces the laws by mobilizing its human resources and at the same time another 

does not follow it.  

These issues cause school dropout and other health related risks. Early childbearing is risky for 

both mother and child, and many girls and their babies suffer devastating health consequences. 

Six of the young women interviewed had babies that had died, and two of them had each 

endured the death of two of their children.1 Staying in separate and unsecure hut during their 

menstruation increases the possibility of sexual violence to the girls. 

4. Motivating Factors to Work against the Issue 

Child marriage is as the severe issues identified by the child clubs while their meeting which 

motivated to collect the data. That data showed alarming situation of the child marriage in the 

district. Initially, the project team initiated the data collection from Piladi VDC that depicted 

serious situation (86.49% i.e. 64 child marriage out of 74 marriage, from April 2013 to March 

2015) of child marriage. Being an organization for the children, this issue came in to the priority 

of Save the Children and its local partner organization (SOSEC Nepal).  

Initiation of the child clubs after the awareness activities was noteworthy as they became 

proactive to work against the child marriage in their communities. The entire cultural programs 

carried out by the child clubs were related to anti child marriage where they disseminated the 

negative effect of the child marriage in health, education and other social life. The pro-

activeness of the child and youth clubs motivated the project team to support their campaign.  

After various awareness related activities and basically after the public hearing organized in the 

communities, the adult and the elderly women showed their commitment as they knew that the 

child marriage affects the girls more than the boys. These were some of the motivating factors 

for the project team to initiate the anti-Child marriage initiatives in the district.  

5. Key Actions-Good Practices 

5.1. Putaliko Bihe (Marriage of a Doll) - Street Drama 

The street drama was the widespread approach to raise awareness in the community however 

motivating the local children and youths to play the role in the drama was rarely noticed. The 

project team decided to mobilize the children and youths from the child clubs and communities 

for the street drama as it enables them to build confidence about the campaign.  

                                                           
1
https://www.hrw.org/report/2016/09/08/our-time-sing-and-play/child-marriage-nepal 

https://www.hrw.org/report/2016/09/08/our-time-sing-and-play/child-marriage-nepal
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So, the project, first, organized training for the child club and VCPC members on Script Writing 

and role play in the drama. Although, the script of this street drama was prepared by the 

trainer however the child club and VCPC members were aware on how to play the roles as 

mentioned in the script.  

This street drama was presented at many places of the district which sensitized the people 

about the legal, health related, 

domestic violence related, 

education related, and 

violation of child rights related 

issues due to the child 

marriage. The role was played 

relating the real problem of 

the communities after the child 

marriage that supported to 

assimilate the message 

provided by the street drama.  

So, now, it is learnt that involvement of the local people and relating the real situation with the 

role in the awareness related activities is must. This skill has motivated the child club members 

to write the awareness related songs, poems and dramas which they have been doing at the 

time of various festivals.  

5.2. Support to Empower and Mobilize the Child Clubs 

Child Marriage is the issue which directly affects the prosperity of children. So, the project team 

felt necessary to engage children for these issues. The project team, first, provided knowledge 

and skills on child right, leadership, violence against children, child club management, issue 

identification, resource identification 

and access of the resources.  

These initiatives capacitated the 

child club members to find their 

issues however they needed the 

facilitation support from the project 

staffs. They were motivated to 

develop the plan and claim the 

resources from the local 

government to conduct their child 

related initiatives. The project team 

facilitated to organize their regular 

Figure 3: Street Drama Presentation at Khadgawada 

Figure 4: VAC orientation to the Child Club Members 
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monthly meetings and discuss on their issues, develop the action plan and implement that.  

Participation of children in the local structure was another advocacy agenda of the project 

which helped the child club member to represent in the local level decision making body. Now, 

the local structures like VDCs, SMCs and other resource holding structures like cooperatives 

ensure the participation of the children while making decisions. It helped to access the 

resources for their welfare like anti-child marriage campaign.  

In this way, the children became active to work against the child marriage. The first complaint 

against the child marriage was lodged in toll free number by the child club members of Piladi 

VDC.  

5.3. Motivating and Mobilizing the Priest 

In Hindu culture, the priests are the main actor for any 

marriage ceremony. The project team discussed the way of 

motivating the priests to engage them in this issue. The child 

club member along with the project staffs visited the priest first 

in Piladi VDC and tried to convince him.  

The role of the priest in the Putaliko Bihe Street drama was 

also observed by the same priest and which also provided some 

information to motivate them to work against the child 

marriage. In addition to this, the project involved the priests in 

other awareness related activities.  

Mr. Durga Prasad Upadhyaya and his brother from Piladi VDC 

were the two priests who committed to support in this 

campaign first in the area. Their commitment was published in 

national 

print media 

with their 

photo and 

that paper 

was provided to them. This made them 

stronger to work against the child marriage 

issues. Now they ask for the birth 

registration certificate if anyone asks them 

to support for the marriage. They support 

for the marriage if both the bride and bride 

groom are over 20 year old. There is no 

child marriage reported in Piladi VDCs for last one and half years.  

 

  “I ask for the birth registration certificates 

of both bride and groom before going for 

the marriage. I have stopped about 15 

marriages due to the their underage” , Said 

the Priest Mr. Basudev Prasad Upadhyaya 

from ChamundaBindrasainMunivipality 

(Chamunda 

 
Figure 6: Mr. Basudev who worked for anti-

child marriage campaign 

Figure 5: Mr. Durga Prasad Upadyaya from Piladi VDC 
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5.4. Execution of Legal Provisions by Mobilizing Nepal Police 

Awareness about the legal 

provision of the child marriage 

was initiated under the banner of 

Nepal police where they shared 

the legal provision of marriage. 

They also shared about the legal 

punishment to those who 

commits child marriage.  

System was established to report 

Nepal police if there is any child 

marriage happened in the 

communities. Especially the child club members, Para Social Workers and VCPC members 

were responsible to inform Nepal police via SMS and phone call.  

Dissemination of the child marriage related cases in the media and frequent meeting and sharing 

with the DCWB made Nepal Police responsible to execute the complaints raised by the 

communities.  This not only made the police accountable but it also helped to make entire 

government structure accountable. Nepal police stopped 87 child marriages in last 14 month 

out that 12 cases were directly reported to Nepal Police via contact number 100. 

5.5. Model Couple for Work 

Project identified a model couple in Lalikanda VDC (Mr. Bhakta Bahadur Basnet and Ms. Amrita 

Kumari BC) and mobilized in the schools and the community. They shared their experiences 

that they were enjoying their life because of their marriage at the mature age.  They were also 

mobilized in adjoining VDCs as well.  

They especially focused about how they 

have been enjoying their conjugal life due 

to their marriage after completion of 

education and finding a job. They 

compared their situation with their 

contemporaries who got married at the 

early age and therefore facing difficulties in 

their life.  They related it with their health, 

economic prosperity and social status.  

Project provided reward to the model 

couple who supported in motivating the 

Figure 7: Nepal Police in Anti-Child Marriage Campaign 

Figure 8: Model Couple Mr. Bhaktbahadur Basnet and Ms Amrita BC 
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community for anti-child marriage campaign. Their recognition through reward made them 

responsible and motivated them to be active for this campaign. 

5.6. Public Hearing about Child Marriage 

The community people were invited where the government authorities from the concerned 

offices shared the information about child marriage. Nepal Bar Association shared about the 

legal provision of child marriage and process of execution of the legal provision. Local Health 

offices shared about the health 

related hazards due to child marriage.  

Women and Children office (WCO) 

shared about how the child marriage 

is stopping the children to continue 

their education and how does this 

cause poor economic status of those 

children. Similarly, WCO also shared 

about how their office could help the 

women who were suffering from 

domestic violence.  The VCPC 

shared the data of child marriage 

among the people.  

Then the mass startled and actively asked various questions to the facilitators. Basically, they 

focused on the legal provision of child marriage. Who comes under the legal punishment? How 

do they inform the Nepal police? How do they assure that the police will come to their place 

when they inform to them? Some of the above questions were raised by the community people. 

They took the commitment of the government authority and got a commitment letter signed 

by all of the stakeholders. This made the police and other stakeholder accountable and started 

following the information provided by the community people.   

5.7. Media Mobilization 

An informal orientation was provided to the focused media persons about anti-Child marriage 

campaign. They were also involved in the public hearing which also motivated them for further 

work. Small support of incentive was also provided from the project to motivate them for this.  

These initiatives encouraged them to focus on the issues and resulted in to various news 

printed in the national print media. Publication of the good contribution (like role of priest) 

motivated the people to be stick on their good roles whereas the publication of the negative 

issues made the local government responsible for the execution of the legal punishment.  

Figure 9: Public Hearing in Piladi VDC 
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Live broadcasting of public hearing related activities, sharing the printed cases to the respective 

communities also motivated the local people to work on this. This became a written proof also 

for the legal activist. Project also produced a documentary to aware the people. Besides this, 

the project has been supporting to air the radio jingles about anti-child marriage related 

information dissemination.  

In addition to the digital and 

print media, a Face book 

page was developed to 

disseminate the information 

about child marriage. Mr. 

Hira Thapa, the founder 

president of SOSEC Nepal 

Dailekh took the lead to 

operate and follow this 

page. “No marriage before 

20” campaign was 

intervened through the Face 

book which later became 

the wide spread slogan in 

the district. The legal 

information related to child 

marriage like legal age for 

marriage, legal punishment for child marriage cases, successful cases of anti-child marriage 

campaign were also posted in the page. Above 250 complaints of child marriages were lodged 

through Face book messenger which were later tracked by Mr. Hira Thapa and informed to the 

Nepal police resulted in to successfully stopping the illegal child marriage.  

5.8. Toll-free Numbers and Communication Incentives  

This was the provision managed by the project in the district. The project team disseminated 

toll free numbers in the community where the community can call without any cost. Once any 

call received in the toll free numbers, it is documented in MEAL system where the respective 

team should proceed to respond the complaints.  

So, 12 cases reported in the toll free numbers were also handed over to the local government 

structure like Nepal Police and DCWB. The respective structures followed the cases and 

processed for the legal execution caused motivation among the community people. The most 

interesting thing is that the anti-child marriage campaign was ignited when an eight year’s old 

boy of Guransh Rural Municipality 6 called in the toll free number and complained about the 

child marriage in his area.  

Figure 10: News Published in a National Daily about anti-child marriage campaign 
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5.9. Bal Help Line 1098(Ten Eight Nine)   

In addition to the toll free number, there was the provision of Bal Help Line with phone 

number 1098 by SOSEC Nepal, Dailekh. This is a system established to get the information of 

the children in jeopardy where anyone can call without cost. The people in the communities 

used this number as well to lodge their complaints against the child marriage. The operator 

relayed the information to the government structure like DCWB and Nepal police which 

helped to stop the child marriage. Around 115 child marriages have been stopped with the 

support of this Bal-Help-Line-1098 within five month of its operation.  

Bal Helpline no is very effective to use easily and also easy to remember.  So the children are 

curious to call and report the cases related with the children. Due to the secrecy and the 

psychosocial facilities the children are increasing day by day for use of Bal Help Line 1098. The 

children are motivated to do complain against child marriage and other child protection issues.  

Most important thing that the SOSEC team considered while operating these numbers is 

assurance of the confidentiality of the name and other details of the complainers. This 

motivated them for the other complaints against the child marriage.  

Some of the campaigners were provided with the incentives to recharge the telephone which 

encouraged them to inform the concerned authorities about the child marriage.  

5.10. Institutional Ownership of the Partners 

After the various findings about child marriage, SOSEC Nepal Dailekh made an institutional 

decision to work against the child marriage in the district. SOSEC’s board meeting decided to 

move forward with a campaign called “Don’t talk about marriage before 20 year old”. They 

decided to put at least a half an hour session about child marriage while conducting any of the 

community level activities. SOSEC informed its board members and staffs to work against the 

child marriage and decided to punish if there is any one goes to participate in any of the 

celebration where there is child marriage.  

Save the Children focused in these issues and provided technical and financial support in this 

initiation against the child marriage. AEIN, TDH G also focused in these issues and provided 

financial support in this initiation against the child marriage. These types of institutional 

concentration helped to continue the interventions in the community and it is still going on.  

5.11.  Recharge of Mobile, Pocket Money 

There was not provision of Bal Help Line when the anti child marriage campaign started in 

Dailekh. Anti child marriage campaigners were provided recharge cards as incentive to call the 

responsible persons to stop the child marriage. The campaign will be more effective and 
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successful when the anti child marriage campaigners are provided pocket money to motivate 

them.  

5.12. Recognition to the Campaigners 

The anti-child marriage Campaigners was rewarded by the SOSEC Nepal, Dailekh for their 

contribution to stop child marriage in the district. This reward system has motivated the 

campaigners to work more against the child marriage.  

VCPC members, Para Social 

Workers (PSWs), Local Resource 

Persons (LRPs), Child clubs (CCs) 

and teachers were the major local 

structures that the project 

worked with. They were the main 

workers as the campaigners in the community. They inform Nepal Police and DCWB members 

via Toll Free Number, Ball Help Line (1098) and number of Nepal Police (100) about the cases 

of child marriage once they get notice about it.  

5.13. Leader for Action 

These types of initiatives need frequent follow up for the action. It needs till the systems are 

established in the community. In 

Dailekh, Mr. Hira Singh Thapa, the 

founder president of SOSEC 

Nepal Dailekh, has been playing 

the role for this. Any formal or 

informal news/information comes 

to him goes to the entire 

stakeholders of the district via 

him. He follows the case till the 

end of that.  

The process of system 

establishment takes time. After 

the local election in the country, 

the local government is led by the 

people’s representative and it is 

expected to be easy in the days to come.  

“I am happy as my contribution for anti-child marriage 

initiatives has been well recognized by SOSEC Nepal. It has 

made me even responsible to work for this”, Said Ms. Bhim 

Kumari Shahi, the VCPC chair of Seri VDC after receiving the 

recognition.  

Figure 11: Mr. Hira Singh Thapa, receiving appreciation from CCWB for his 

contribution against child marriage 
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6. Partners for the Action 

DCWB has been the major partner in these entire initiatives in the district. The entire activities 

against the child marriage have been leading by the DCWB where the project has been assisting 

as and when necessary.  

The schools in the community have also supported to raise the awareness about this anti-child 

marriage campaign. They facilitated the child clubs in the school to organize child marriage 

related activities as the extra-curricular activities. 

Media has played the vital role to raise the issues, to share the information and to create 

evidences for the legal works. Likewise, Nepal Police was the most important government 

structure that helped to execute the legal provision where there is the report of child marriage 

in the community. They punished 87 of cases of the child marriage in the district.  

The legal support unit of Nepal Bar Association supported to disseminate the legal information 

in the community. They also conducted the orientation programs in the community and they 

advocated with the local government to ensure the implementation of the policy where there is 

child marriage cases reported.  

Likewise, the priests, Child Clubs, VCPCs and VDCs were other stakeholders that supported 

for these initiatives either by disseminating the information or by allocating the resources for 

the anti-child marriage initiative.  

7. Results and Evidences 

7.1. Trend of Child Marriage; Then and Now 

The data shows the reduction of the number of child marriages in the project area. Although, 

the project intervention focused only in ten VDCs, the effect can be seen in other VDCs as 

well. Various programs implemented at the district level have made the district level authorities 

responsible which finally affected throughout the district. Likewise, media mobilization 

supported to reach where there is no direct project intervention.  

Child marriage is serious in the district although it is illegal since 1963 in the country. About 61 

percent people of the district had done the marriage before 20 years old (Survey in 2016) 

which was 86% in 2014. Some initiatives like; mobilization of child clubs, priests, media for the 

awareness raising;  execution of legal provision by mobilizing Nepal Police and operation of toll 

free number to get the information have been going on to stop the child marriages in the 

district. 
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The chart shows huge difference in number of child marriage (under 18 years old) in the 

project area before and 

after the project 

intervention. The total 

number of child 

marriage was 157in 

2015 however it was 

only 143 in 2016. The 

above mentioned good 

efforts have contributed 

for this all including the 

direct and indirect 

support of other 

projects and 

interventions of Save the Children and SOSEC. The number of child marriage from April to 

October 2017 is 18. If we divide this data (18) with eight months, the ratio per month is about 

2.25 which indicate around 27 numbers in an average in the year (Project Data). So, the project 

team should focus on next level of intervention to break this ratio to reduce this up to zero.  

Save the children 

used to analyze 

the trend of 

marriage 

comparing to 

total marriage. In 

2016, 5% child 

marriage 

decreased 

compared to 

2015 in Dailekh. 

In 2015, there 

were 157 child 

marriage cases 

reported out of 384 total marriage cases. Similarly, 143 were child marriage cases out of 397 

total marriages in 2016. The trend of 2017 is even low (26% child marriage out of the total 

marriage till the period) in comparison to the year 2016 (Project Data). 

7.2. Numbers of Child Marriage Stopped 

The various strategies and good practices mentioned in the above part of this document have 

raised the awareness among the people. It has not only aware the people, rather it has made 

“The institutional delivery is reducing now 

days as there is no child marriage occurred 

in the community due to SOSEC Nepal” 

Said a Female Health Volunteer of Seri 
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the government stakeholders accountable to work against child marriage. Nepal police is active 

enough to ensure the implementation of legal provision against the child marriage whereas the 

priests and child clubs denies child marriage in the communities. Total 701 child marriages have 

been stopped in last one year (since Oct 2016 to Dec 2017) (SOSEC Report). 

8. Challenges Faced 

 There is traditional belief about marriage of a girl child in the community. It is believed 

that the marriage of a girl child after their menstruation is supposed to be the sin. So, 

the parents want to do the marriage of their girl child before that which encourages the 

child marriage. It is deeply rooted in the remote community of the district and therefore 

very difficult to change their traditional belief.  

 There was no elected body in the local government and the government was run by the 

government staffs. As they were from another community and they were there for the 

job, they did not bear the responsibility for these all. With change of the government 

structure and availability of elected local government, there is little hope that they will 

be accountable for this from now on ward.  

 Frequent transfer of the government official causes problem in institutionalizing the 

intervention at the local government. The intervention depends on the attitude and the 

motivation of the government staffs however it should be institutionalized and 

implemented any of the successors.  

 There is threat to the project team by the so called local leaders as they do not want to 

be changed. The project team raises the issues in the community which is not acceptable 

for some of the so called community elite.  

 Extreme family poverty of the community causes negligence of the parents toward their 

children to send them school and provide better guidance. This causes low performance 

in education of the children. At the same time the children could not find better 

guidance for the better decision of their life and choose marriage as the option of their 

better life ahead which causes failure in our initiatives to stop child marriage in the 

district.  

 Relapse of the child marriage after stopping it by legal process is still challenging for the 

project team. The interventions mentioned in the above part of the report have 

contributed to reduce the child marriage under 18 years old however, the illegal 

marriage above 18 to 20 is still in increasing trend. One of the reasons behind this might 

high rate of relapse. It is necessary to analyze the reason behind this and plan for the 

possible intervention to reduce the trend of relapse. 
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9. Learning's for the replication 

 Only implementation of awareness related activities does not change the behaviors of 

the people. Data evidences creates credible environment among the people and 

motivates the people to work against it. So, the major success point of the district is 

collection of child marriage related data.  

 Dissemination of the information is important however relating the information with 

their real situation is even important as it motivates them to change their behaviors. 

Putaliko Bihe Street Drama organized by the project has been successful for this and 

finally became a turning point of the community.  

 Mobilization of religious leaders is very fruitful if we can change them first. The project 

team first changed the understanding of one of the religious leaders in Piladi VDC who 

works as the priest for the marriage and therefore there is no child marriage reported 

for last one and half years. He asks for the birth registration certificates first before 

going for the marriage.  

 Working under the umbrella of the local government is necessary as it makes the local 

government responsible and feels ownership toward the intervention. It also saves the 

NGOs from being accused by the local community that finally helps the NGOs to work 

in the community without any biasness.  

10. Sustainability 

It is owned by the community and therefore can be expected that this issue will be 

implemented well by those people. Local people are aware on this issue and have shown their 

motivation and commitment to work against it. The data mentioned in the above part of the 

report is the result of the contribution of the local people of this area.  

Now, the generation which had been supporting for child marriage is passing away and the new 

generation with education and awareness is taking lead of the community. The involvement of 

the youths and adolescents in the anti-child marriage campaign has capacitated them. So, it is 

expected that these youths will be taking care about this as they are aware and educated. 

The ownership and internalization by the government system is must for the sustainability of 

these initiatives in the community. As there is new elected local government is on place, the 

project should intervene with the government to strengthen the government system. Once the 

system is established, these initiatives will be followed up by the local government and that will 

ensure the sustainability.  
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11. Conclusion 

Child marriage was the serious protection concern of the district however some better results 

have been observed in the district due to various interventions and good efforts as mentioned 

in the above part of the report. Although there are many evidences of sustainability, it should 

be owned by the local government as their system for the assurance of sustainability.  

The role of the civil society organizations (CSOs) will be even important for the sustainability. 

The CSOs, as the representatives of the poor people of the community, will be advocating for 

this issue regularly which will ensure the sustainability later on.  

The good practices, lessons and challenges mentioned in the above part of the report will be 

useful for the other area of the country. The activist can replicate those ideas in their area 

where there is similar issue of child marriage. This document will be a helpful guide for any of 

the campaigners who work against child marriage.  

12. Annexes 

12.1. Stories  Child Marriage stopped  

Case -1 : during 11 class god Child Marriage 

Residential at Dailekh Naumule rural municipality-8 Chauratha, Rashmi (name changed) was a 

fifteen years old who got married when she was just 15 years old 11th grader studying in Shree 

Tribhuwan H.S.S and was living as a tenant in Narayan municipality-6 Kadhachaur, Dailekh. She 

was a tenant in headquarter of Dailekh and had gone to her village at the occasion of Dashain 

and Tihar. During that time, her brother had 

not got holiday on Bhai Tika, a sacred day of 

Tihar festival. So, for the sake of her little son, 

Rashmi’s mother had come to headquarter 

leaving her alone at home.  Utilizing this 

opportunity where there was no any 

responsible person in her home, twenty three 

years old Hemant Thapa magar, living in 

Narayan municipality-11 Bindhabasini Dailekh, 

provoked Rashmi’s brothers for marriage. As a result, she got married at early teen. “My 

parents weren’t home and my brothers did not listen to me while taking this decision of my 

marriage”, Rashmi brusts into tears. 

Married at such young age of just 15 was nothing more than a victim of child marriage. At 

present, she is safely living with her parents out of this circumstance. She says that psychological 

counseling was really helpful for her and gave her relief. Further she adds that she feels even 
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more happy and light-hearted about the fact that her thoughts and feelings are private and 

secured with the counselor.  The counseling session was also helpful to counsel her parents 

about filing case against the male culprit and the file has been successfully filed in the court 

regarding the child marriage. At present, she is giving continuity to her studied in the high 

school. She shares that she feels secured now that the case has been held. If not so, she would 

have been living with the continuous fear that the same crime might repeat again. “I have no 

fears now. I will bring forward the truth”, she speaks. 

She has planned to take further steps under guidance of her parents. “Whatever comes ahead, I 

will always look forward to my family’s suggestion first”, she speaks, ” I will take decision about 

marriage only when I get 20 with the common consent and advices of my parents”. She 

expresses that she would look forward to the help of child helpline 1098 and organization 

dialing 089-410222 on any further problems”.” I will give continuity to my study and I vow to 

balance my studies and equally help my parents in need”, she adds. 

The district has seen a lot of similar child marriages. To strictly eradicate child marriage, the 

district police and the social welfare community, SOSEC has been active nowadays. According 

to the wall helpline manager of SOSEC Rama Shrestha, parents play the most important role for 

the better future of children and should be emotionally available for their children (mostly girls) 

to avoid the social disease like child marriage. Shrestha adds that understanding the root level 

problems of children will be much more helpful than any kind of scolding from parents. 

Case -2 :   Not yet stopped Child marriage 

Dailekh-Child marriage is one of the major social problems in Dailekh. Despite number of 

efforts, child marriage has not declined in number. Though the number of child marriages has 

not gone down, the efforts to reduce it are continuous among which children helpline (1098) is 

one. 16 years old Goma of Guransh rural Municipality got married at the age of 16 and the 

news was reported to children’s’ club. The chairperson of the club reported the problem to the 

district office. According to the report, the problem of child marriage has been stopped in the 

district however the issue is not still completely solved. The news of child marriage that was 

going to happen on Kartik 7 was reported to the chairperson of the children’s club who in turn 

reported the news to 1098 (Ten-Nine- Eight) on Ashwin 30. 

With the help of local police, the families of the to-be bridegroom of Kartik 7 were consoled 

on Kartik 5 about the consequences of child marriage and advised to stop the marriage 

ceremony. According to the public service center, Dailekh, Nepal the problem of child marriage 

was almost over but in reality, the problem has not declined despite the counseling of every 

parent around the district about their duties towards their children. In fact, the marriage 

ceremony that was to be conducted on 7th of Kartik was conducted on 6th and the issue was 

not taken seriously. 
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Though many efforts have been made to control child marriage, no results have been seen. 

Even though the legal actions are being taken to solve the problem the problems aren’t being 

controlled rather the problem has reached to the extreme level. Even the members of 

children’s club are disappointed because of lack of proper actions to be taken to solve the issue. 

One member of the club stated,” We, the members of the club have been facing several 

problems on both professional and personal level and yet not getting desired results. So, we 

won’t be able to conduct our duties if the strict actions will not be taken immediately.” All 

these information have been confirmed by the operator of the children helpline Rama Shrestha. 

Case -3   :   “I will continue my study” child married girl mentioned 

 Dailekh-Kriti (pseudo Name) aged 15 resident of Dungesor Rural municipality ward no 2 got 

married in ward no 2 Badakhola of  Mahabu RM. She got married during her ninth standard ( 9 

Class). Premature Kriti got cross cousin 

marriage. She was eloped with groom 

without her parent permission. Her study 

stopped because of social norms such as 

married women need not continue her study 

etc.  She mentioned that datugher in law 

should work in domestic chores  as per the 

family members order.  Her own parents 

also were negative regarding her study and 

clearly mentioned that they cannot afford 

her study. She came seeking help in child 

helpline 1098. 

After getting child helpline, after short 

discussion with her family person, Bhadra 5 

she got resume with her family.  She got 

psychosocial counseling in child helpline.  She 

stayed for 3 days in shelter; during her shelter 

stay she got legal counseling and support also. 

Now she is convinced that she will go through 

her parent suggestions. Problem will be solved 

through family discussion she mentioned.  She 

mentioned” regarding marriage I will seek and 

accept suggestions based on my parents 

discussion after my 20”.  If anything occurred I will definitely contract child helpline 1098 and 

organization’s contract number 089-410222.  I will seek suggestions and help through this 

http://sosec.org.np/np/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/3-1.jpg
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number. I will continue my study soon, as per the time table, I will support in domestic chores 

as well as my study, it is my conformation “. 

In district, these types of child marriage cases are rampant. SOSEC and district police office are 

trying their best on their campaign to stop child marriage.  Parents are the closest friend for 

their girl child so, as per the children need, parents should work mentioned by the Child 

helpline coordinator Rama shrestha.  She further mentioned that problem identification is the 

best way rather than scolding the children. 

 Case -4 :  Bonded girl got risqué 

Dailekh- Manju aged  19 (Name changed)  got forced marriage during her 11 class of Butwal 

sub-metropolitan city ward no 13 Belbase-Rupandehi (temporary address Gurans Rural 

municipality  ward no 1 Khadgawada). She got forced marriage through her Aunt.  She did not 

get permission to visit her own parents after her marriage. If in case she got her parent home, 

she will not get permission to get back in her house. She has felt such type of home bond.  She 

got her parents home anyway facing her different types of problem, however, Last Shrwan 

month 2074, she came here due to her father in laws death. After that she did not get chance 

to go out.  She even did not get chance to call her parents. During her return form maternal 

home, she did not get chance to toilet freely.  

During her toilet, sometimes they delay one 

hour and still they guard outside of toilet. 

Sometime if she did delay, they opened the 

door forcefully and Crowell her through her 

hair. After long plead they got chance to talk 

with my fathers.  When she conveyed her 

condition with her parents, they got mobile 

forcefully. ” After 4 days later my father came  

and they did not see my father” she mentioned.  They kept me secret for 3 days. My father ran 

away by fear because family member told that killed both father and child and through in 

Karnali river.  

After that My brother informed to social service center about my condition. He appealed to 

free her sister.  After his call, organization has suggested to submit application form in 11th 

Sarwan.  As per the suggestion, my brother has sent application in 12th Srawan. After that 

immediately, organization registered a case in district police office.  After the complain, she was 

rescued in 12th Srwan 2047 at 8:00 PM and brought Dailekh district head quarters from Tallo 

Dungeswor. 

After her rescue, she has been provided psycho social counseling. She got three days legal 

counseling as well.  She was resumed with her family in Shrwan 16th. 

http://sosec.org.np/np/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/4-2.jpg
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“I got my daughter through the SOSEC’s advocacy and support” mentioned by her father and 

they told me that they can kill her daughter and through in Karnali River while I got there to 

get my daughter. However I have lost my hope, 

although Social service center has return my 

daughter.  I was consulted to register the case 

in police office, however, I denied to doing so 

due to my problem” he further added. She is 

now with her family and started her 12th class 

study. 

She would work as per her parent's 

suggestions and guidance.  I will go through my parents' suggestion at any cost, she mentioned” 

regarding marriage I will seek and accept suggestions based on my parents discussion after my 

20”.  If anything occurred I will definitely contract child helpline 1098 and organization’s 

contract number 089-410222.  I will seek suggestions and help through this number. I will 

continue my study soon, as per the time table, I will support in domestic chores as well as my 

study, it is my conformation “. 

Case -5 :  One Month Prison and ten thousand penalties for child marriage 

Dailekh district court has sentenced one month prison and ten thousand fine to the person 

who got marriage under aged girl. 26 years aged Hemanta Thapa resident of the Narayan 

Municipality 11 Bindhyabasi, faced this punishment which was informed to us by Court Subba  

Binod Acharya. The 15 years girl Bhawana Rana (name changed) was inhabitant of Naumule 

VDC 8 Dailekh married to the person and made the sentence. 

In that case, inhabitants of Bindhyabasini of Narayan Municipality Gagan Thapa and Sher 

Bahadur were penalized one thousand each for support the child marriage said Mr. Binod 

Acharya.  

On 28th Asoj 2074 BS, Bhawana Rana was taken away from home for marriage. Later on she 

was rescued by her mother Dhansara Rana Magar with the help of SOSEC Nepal Dailekh Bal 

Help Line 1098. On 2nd kartik 2074 BS the case was registered at Dailekh Police office. The 

police forward the case to attorney general district office dailekh on 22 Kartik 2074 BS where 

the child marriage case was run by district court. District court judge Sanat Chandra Lawat 

sentenced the penalties on the basis of proof submitted to the court and the marriage was not 

given the legal certificate as it was rescued before marriage. According to 2068 census report, 

Dailekh is ranked third on child marriage in Nepal and percentage is 62.25 but this is the only 

second case reported to the court. Child marriage Case registered five years ago, child girl was 

hostile and the case was dismissed. 


